Congratulations on your purchase of the 480LS Digital Effects System, configured with a single HSP board.

- The 480LS is shipped from the factory in the Single Configuration, which supports a single HSP board.

While in the Single Configuration you can load any program in the system with the exception of the two (2) sampling programs:
   - 6-Second Mono
   - 3-Second Stereo

Attempting to load either of these two programs will not hurt the 480L, but the LARC will display the message "NOT ENOUGH HSPS."

- You should always leave your 480LS in this Single Configuration.

- If you change the configuration of the 480LS in the Control mode to Mono Split, Stereo Split, or Cascade, you may lose audio in one of the output channels.

To rectify this situation return the configuration to Single on page one of the Control Mode. Then, reload the program you wish to run.

- In order to properly run the 6-Second Mono Sampler, 3-Second Stereo Sampler, or any of the “Split” or “Cascade” configurations, a second HSP will need to be upgraded into the system. Contact your official 480L dealer.